The Garland Company introduces the StressPly® E (Environmental) modified bitumen membrane offering 500 lbf./in. of tensile strength, a variety of post- and pre-consumer recyclable materials and rapidly renewable resources for increased sustainability. This high-strength, puncture- and fatigue-resistant membrane makes an ideal waterproofing and reinforcement layer for applications demanding a high level of environmental responsibility. The new StressPly E membrane retains the high-performance capabilities of earlier versions while setting a new standard for the incorporation of environmentally responsible materials. Membranes can be installed using Garland’s Green-Lock® Membrane Adhesive for 100 percent VOC-free, odor-free application. As the robust weathering membrane in a multi-ply system, StressPly E membranes provide the security and longevity of multi-ply construction with the flexibility and elongation of an elastomeric system. For a free roof inspection or to learn more about The Garland Company visit www.garlandco.com.

Bird-X now offers an indoor bird repellent device: the Bird BLazer. Pest birds often enter large facilities – leaving corrosive, unsanitary droppings on floors, equipment, vehicles, and more. These droppings carry transmissible diseases and cause serious damage to property. The Bird BLazer’s fat-beam, multi-colored lasers are frightening and disorienting to birds, and they constantly change patterns to prevent acclimation. This unique “green” bird control device uses state-of-the-art technology and is completely safe, humane, and eco-friendly. The Bird BLazer works day and night and covers up to 10,000 square feet of indoor space. To learn more about the Bird-X Bird BLazer and other green bird control solutions, visit Bird-X at www.bird-x.com.

Clorox Professional Products Company introduced Clorox Commercial Solutions® Clorox® Hydrogen Peroxide Disinfecting Cleaners, a line of non-bleach disinfecting cleaners for facility management and cleaning staff. Engineered with a patented activated hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) formula, the disinfecting cleaners are registered by the U.S. EPA to eliminate harmful bacteria in as quickly as 30-seconds to one minute. Clorox® Hydrogen Peroxide Disinfecting Spray and Wipes are engineered with a patented activated hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) formula that breaks down quickly into water and oxygen after use, are non-corrosive and leave no active residue behind. The wipes are designed for superior strength, stay wet longer and cover more surface area. As a result, the wipes disinfect greater surface area with fewer wipes, which reduces costs and presents a better value for facilities. For more information or to request a complimentary product sample, visit www.cloroxprofessional.com/cleaning/free-samples/.

T&S Brass recently introduced its new line of pressure balancing shower valve packages. The new shower valve offering includes a solid range of products to meet each customer’s specification requirements. The shower valve features solid brass body construction, metal handle and trim, and a replaceable ceramic cartridge with rotary actuation and adjustable temperature limit stop. T&S shower valve models are suitable for a range of commercial building applications, from standard to high-use environments. To learn more about T&S Brass visit www.tsbrass.com.

Clarke, a brand of Nilfisk-Advance, Inc., introduces the Focus® II MicroRider™, the newest compact rider addition to the company’s line of autoscrubbers®. Available with a 26-inch disc scrub deck or 28-inch BOOST® scrub deck, the Focus II MicroRider delivers flexible operation to meet diverse cleaning requirements. With BOOST technology, operators use up to 70 percent less solution, extend equipment pad life and increase battery runtime, all while reducing labor and cleaning costs. For in-depth information please contact Clarke at www.clarkeus.com.
**AmeriPOD** manufactures factory built bathroom pods that offer a quicker more cost-effective alternative to traditional construction and are ideal for any construction project that requires multiple bathrooms. The idea of a factory built bathroom pod isn't new; bathroom pods have been around for years, but AmeriPOD manufactures their pods in a unique way that sets them apart. AmeriPOD bathroom pods utilize the latest developments in modular and conventional construction to create a superior quality and more sustainable pod unit. AmeriPOD offers a completely welded 18-gauge metal framing system for increased strength and rigidity and uses high performance waterproofing and tillig products to assure a flawless finish on delivery that will never leak. For more information about AmeriPOD visit [www.ameripod.com](http://www.ameripod.com).

---

**New Products listings are provided by the manufacturers and suppliers and selected by the editors for variety and innovation. For more information or to submit a New Products listing, e-mail Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.**
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